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Here is the ultimate costume guide for our teen production of Romeo & Juliet! See your 
name and required costume below. Anything that we already have prepared for you will be 
marked with ‘provided’. If there are any items that we have asked you to bring which you do 
not own, do not worry. Let us know as soon as possible and we will source these for you. 
We do not expect you to purchase anything for this production.  
 

 
ALL PERFORMERS 

Theatre blacks 
These are comfortable, plain black clothes that you can move well in. Make sure there are 
no visible logos or slogans. I personally recommend comfortable, stretchy pants and a t-
shirt, but work with what you have! Plain, comfortable shoes are best, like sneakers or 
boots. If you don’t have any black or white shoes, pick something that is relatively plain. If 
you have to consider shoes with colour on them, see if you can either match or avoid the 
jersey colours of the houses. Capulets will be wearing blue, and Montagues will be wearing 
red.   
 
Jerseys 
To suit the setting of our Romeo & Juliet, we have a series of soccer jerseys to identify which 
household you are from. These will be provided for you.  
 
Sports paraphernalia 
If you have any blue sports paraphernalia or clothing which you are happy to share, please 
bring it along! This includes hats, scarves, jumpers etc. These will be worn during Act I Scene 
v (the Capulet party) to ‘disguise’ the Montagues.  
 
Makeup is not necessary 
We do not expect performers to wear makeup. However, you are more than welcome to 
wear makeup if it is comfortable for you. As you will be under stage lights, stage makeup 
will look different from everyday makeup. You may want to use a slightly darker shade of 
foundation or bronzer and highlight your eyes with darker eye makeup.  
 
  



Aello T 
LADY CAPULET: They are the manager of the Capulet team. While we can identify their 
house with the jersey, you can tell that they are all business.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Blazer 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 

 
FRIAR JOHN: Like Friar Laurence, Friar John is a coach in our interpretation, and wears the 
soccer jersey with pride.  

- Theatre blacks 
- God’s Squad jersey (provided) 

 
Arabella K 
JULIET: The perfect daughter of the Capulet family. The blue ribbon she wears will become 
Romeo’s once they are married, representing the merging of the families.   

- Theatre blacks 
- Dressing gown 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 
- Blue ribbon (provided) 
- Veil (provided) 

 
Aster R 
GREGORY: The dry, sarcastic, mocking counterpart to Sampson. He is a Capulet player.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 

 
MERCUTIO: Romeo’s rowdy friend and player for the Montague team. He is a performer at 
heart, with a quick wit and devil-may-care attitude.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Leather jacket or any comfortable item for you that says ‘I’m a rowdy youth’ 
- Montague jersey (provided) 

 
PAGE: A message runner/servant to Paris.  

- Theatre blacks 
- White jersey (provided) 

 
Cynthia G 
LADY MONTAGUE: She is the manager of the Montague team. While maternal, she means 
business.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Blazer 
- Montague jersey (provided) 

 
NURSE: The Nurse is Juliet’s daggy ‘mum’ figure. She is the soccer mum cheering from the 
sidelines.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Denim jacket 



- Chunky jewellery 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 

 
David K 
ABRAM: A rowdy, proud Montague team member.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Montague jersey (provided) 

 
FRIAR LAURENCE: A coach, and Romeo’s father figure. He is equally of service to the 
Capulets and Montagues, and wears neither blue nor red.  

- Theatre blacks 
- God’s Squad jersey (provided) 

 
Oliver F 
TYBALT: The fiery Capulet team captain. He is proud and spiteful. He is always ready to roll 
up his sleeves and fight. He is a dedicated player, and his costume should look quite sporty.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Sports shorts and blue socks- optional 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 

 
PETER: A bumbling servant to the Capulet team. He is not particularly good at his job.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Backwards cap 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 

 
FIRST WATCHMAN: A security guard on the night shift at the Capulet tomb.  

- Theatre blacks 
- White jersey (provided) 

 
Olivia DS 
NEWSREADER: A serious news reporter setting the scene of the feud between the Capulets 
and Montagues.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Media jersey (provided) 

 
PRINCE ESCALUS: A stern, no-nonsense referee. The costume might suggest a military 
history.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Boots 
- Referee jersey (provided) 

 
APOTHECARY: A shifty character without much money to their name.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Dark hoodie- any colour than blue or red 

 
 
 



Piper M 
ROMEO: A starry-eyed, distractable, romantic youth of the Montague team. He wears a red 
accessory which becomes Juliet’s after they are married.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Red accessory (eg. scrunchie/hairband, watch, sweat band, necklace etc) 
- Montague jersey (provided) 

 
Sam W 
SAMPSON: A cowardly but passionate player on the Capulet team.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Capulet jersey (provided) 

 
PARIS: A rich, retired football player seeking love. He has money, and dresses to show it off.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Blazer/fancy items you can layer on top of theatre blacks 

 
Scarlett SR  
BENVOLIO: A player on the Montague team and a friend of Mercutio and Romeo. He is a 
pacifist who somehow still seems to up in the middle of a fight.  

- Theatre blacks 
- Plain hoodie/jacket- any colour other than blue 
- Montague jersey (provided) 

 
BALTHASAR: A Montague teammate.   

- Theatre blacks 
- Montague jersey (provided) 


